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We show that Itano’s arguments confirm our conclusion, that entanglement of the atom with the laser field
contributes a small but nonzero amount to the total decoherence of an atom in a laser field. This small effect

scales as 1/n̄ with n̄ the average number of photons in the laser pulse.
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Although the Comment by Itano@1# is directed at the two
papers by Gea-Banacloche@2#, it also calls our paper@3# into
question. Here we address the latter’s criticisms, and s
that the arguments in Itano’s Comment do not contradict
in fact confirm the conclusions of our analysis.

Itano claims that a laser field initially in a coherent sta
does not become entangled with an atom it is interac
with, in contrast to the conclusion we reached in Ref.@3#,
and that all the decoherence effects discussed there ca
fact be attributed to spontaneous emission. This is ma
based on the following argument: Mollow@4# showed that by
applying an appropriate unitary transformationU, the atom-
field Hamiltonian can be transformed into the one that
scribes the interaction of the atom with a classical field a
the quantum vacuum. Clearly, the classical field will not b
come entangled with the atom, so decoherence can onl
due to the interaction with the vacuum.

We now point out that this argument tells only half th
story. The ‘‘vacuum’’ in the Mollow’s picture is not the stan
dard vacuum. Having initially performed Mollow’s unitar
transformationU, one has to apply the inverse operationU†

to get back to the correct physical picture. In particular, if
atom emits a photon into a mode that was occupied prio
the initial transformationU, the ‘‘one-photon state’’ will be
transformed byU† to a state that is close to, but not qui
equal to, the original coherent state. Ifn̄ is the average num
ber of photons in the initial coherent state, the differen
between the two states is of order 1/n̄. Thus, the atom be
comes entangled with the laser field by emission into
laser mode, exactly as we concluded in Ref.@3#.
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In addition we respond to some side issues: When re
ring to the ‘‘beam-area paradox,’’ Itano misrepresents o
paper by~again! telling only half the story. The subject o
our paper was to assess the amount of decoherence due
atom-laser field entanglementonly, while leaving out all
other decoherence effects. In particular we explicitly left o
spontaneous emission into modes that are initially em
Thus, while the total decoherence is independent of the b
area~and this is indeed most easily seen by employing
Mollow’s transformation! a smaller focusing area leads
more decoherence due to emission into the laser mode@ac-
cording to our Eq.~31!. The reason is simply that the overla
of the laser field with a dipole wave tends to increase w
stronger focusing@5#. Thus, with stronger focusing the atom
scatters more light into initially populated modes and le
into initially empty modes. Decoherence due to the forme
attributed, in our language, to atom-field entanglement.

We of course agree that if spontaneous emission is
cluded, a single-mode model is incorrect, as explicitly de
onstrated in Ref.@6#. Itano probably refers to this when say
ing that Silberfarb and Deutsch reach similar conclusio
However, concerning the issue at debate we note that
III A of Ref. @6# concludes that ‘‘decay due to entangleme
with the laser modes is small compared to decay due to sp
taneous emission . . . ’’ but this entanglement is not zero, ex
actly as concluded in Ref.@3#, but in disagreement with
Itano’s statements, who claims that the decoherence du
laser-atom entanglement iszero.

In short, we find that Itano raises some good points,
his arguments are not fully developed. In particular, they
not refute our conclusions but rather confirm them.
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